Izmir Fabric

Savannah Hayes fabrics—by-the-yard offer modern, geometric patterns designed to enhance a variety of spaces. Printed on 100% Belgian linen and can be used for multiple applications: window treatments, decorative throw pillows and light upholstery. Savannah Hays patterns are available in a range of hues and designed to be mixed matched, with complementary various scales and colorways.

COLOR VARIANTS (SHOWN ABOVE)
Black, Maize, Smoke, Storm

SPECIFICATIONS + DIMENSIONS
Fabric Width: 56”  Printed Width: 54”
Vertical Repeat: 18”  Horizontal Repeat: 18”

FINISH OPTIONS
Inquire for alternative ground options. Can be printed on alternative ground cloths including heavyweight Belgian linen, linen/cotton blend, organic cotton denim and cotton duck.

DESIGNER
Savannah Hayes

LEAD TIME
Approx. 2–4 Weeks

DESIGNED IN U.S.A.
Pittsburgh, PA

PRINTED IN U.S.A.